Here we present a new approach to search for first order invariants (first integrals) of rational second order ordinary differential equations. This method is an alternative to the Darbouxian and symmetry approaches. Our procedure can succeed in many cases where these two approaches fail. We also present here a Maple implementation of the theoretical results and methods, hereby introduced, in a computational package -InSyDE. The package is designed, apart from materializing the algorithms presented, to provide a set of tools to allow the user to analyse the intermediary steps of the process. 
LONG WRITE-UP
Since the advent of the Newtonian approach to mechanics, the differential equations (DEs) became the main framework to model most phenomena. In the beginning, the way to deal with the solving of DEs was classificatory, i.e., if someone discovered a new method to solve a particular type of differential equation, it would add this method to a long list of methods already cataloged. This way of doing things lasted until the late nineteenth century when the appearance of Lie and Darboux works [1, 2] inaugurated a more general way of looking at the problem. The Lie theory is centered on the concept of symmetry: if a DE remains invariant (it does not change its shape) when subjected to a continuous group of transformations 1 (these groups are called symmetry groups or just symmetries of the DE) then we can reduce its order [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . The method of Darboux, on the other hand, was based on the concept of invariant algebraic curve. The polynomials that define these invariant algebraic curves (Darboux polynomials) are eigenfunctions of a differential operator associated with the DE or with the system of DEs. If such a system has a certain number of invariant algebraic curves, then it presents an algebraic first integral.
These two theories are generalists in the sense that they do not target DEs of a type defined by its solution method: the Lie method can be applied to ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of any order, to systems of ODEs, to partial differential equations (PDEs), to PDEs systems etc; the Darbouxian approaches dealt with polynomial systems of 1ODEs presenting algebraic first integrals. However, despite being very rich and widely applicable theories, Lie and Darboux methods also possessed some drawbacks: the Lie method did not provide an algorithm to calculate the symmetries 2 and, sometimes, we can face a PDE for the symmetries that is much more complicated to solve than the ODE in question. On the other hand, Darbouxian methods were (at first) applied only to polynomial systems of 1ODEs.
To overcome these points several approaches have been developed:
• For dealing with ODEs using symmetry methods L.G.S. Duarte and L.A.C.P. da Mota [9, 10] created a series of heuristics to find symmetries of first and second order ODEs; P. J. Olver introduced the concept of exponencial vector field (see [5] , p. 185); B. Abraham-Shrauner, A. Guo, K.S. Govinder, P.G.L. Leach, F.M. Mahomed, A.A. Adam, M. L. Gandarias, M. S. Bruzón, M. Senthilvelan and others worked with the concept of hiden and non local symetries [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] . C. Muriel and J.L. Romero have developed the concept of λ-symmetry [19, 20] that inaugurates a rich research area (see [21, 22, 23, 24] and references therein). E. Pucci and G. Saccomandi created the concept of telescopical symmetry [25] . Another great approach was brought by M.C. Nucci that used the concept of Jacobi last multiplier (see [26, 27] ) in a very clever way.
• In the Darbouxian context, Cairó and Llibre [28] pointed out that by using the exponential factors, introduced by Cristopher [29] , the Darboux methods could be generalized to deal with elementary (rather than just algebraic) first integrals. In 1983, Prelle and Singer [30] found a semialgorithmic approach to find elementary first integrals of 2D vector fields (or, equivalently, rational 1ODEs). Because of its remarkable characteristics the Darbouxian approach has generated many extensions [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46] . In particular, in [34, 35, 37, 38, 40, 42] the method was extended to deal with rational 1ODEs presenting Liouvillian solutions. In [41, 43, 44] , it was extended to deal with rational 2ODEs that present at least one elementary first integral. In [45, 46] it deals with polynomial systems of 1ODEs in more than two independent variables.
In this work we have developed a method (to deal with rational 2ODEs) that could be viewed as a mix between symmetry methods and the Darbouxian approaches. The main motivation for the development of this method is that some rational 2ODEs have integrating factors formed by Darboux polynomials of relatively high degree (which means, in practice we can not determine them with the memory of a standard personal computer) and, on the other hand, do not present point symmetries (which means that, in practice, it could be very hard to determine a dynamical or non local symmetry).
The S-functions and the associated 1ODEs of a 2ODE
In [41] we developed the concept of S-function associated with a 2ODE through an invariant (a first integral). The basic idea was, in short, to 'complete' the differential dI of the first integral I in the basis {dx, dy, dz} (where z ≡ y ′ ), in order to construct a generalization of the Prelle-Singer procedure [30] . In this section we show how to use the S-function to deal with rational 2ODEs that are difficult to solve/reduce by using the Darboux or Lie approaches:
• First we present the concept of S-function associated with a 2ODE. The S-function is linked with the fact that we can express the differential of a first integral (of a 2ODE) as a linear combination of two 1-forms that are zero over the solutions of the 2ODE.
• Next, we present the concept of associated 1ODE (introduced in [44] ) and show how its solution is related to the solving/reducing of rational 2ODEs presenting Liouvillian first integrals.
The S-function
Consider the rational 2ODE given by
where M and N are coprime polynomials in (x, y, z). Definition 1.1. A function I(x, y, z) is called first integral of the 2ODE (1) if I is constant over the solutions of (1).
Remark 1.1. If I(x, y, z) is a first integral of the 2ODE (1) then, over the solution curves of (1), the exact 1-form ω := dI = I x dx + I y dy + I z dz is null.
Over the solution curves of (1), we have two independent null 1-forms:
So, the 1-form ω is in the vector space sppaned by the 1-forms α and β, i.e., we can write ω = r 1 (x, y, z) α + r 2 (x, y, z) β:
Therefore, we have that 3 :
If I(x, y, z) is a first integral of the 2ODE (1) we can write
If we call r 1 ≡ R and
≡ S , we can write
Definition 1.2. Let γ be a 1-form. We say that R is an integrating factor for the 1-form γ if R γ is an exact 1-form. Definition 1.3. Let I be a first integral of the 2ODE (1). The function defined by S := I y /I z is called a S-function associated with the 2ODE through the first integral I. Remark 1.2. From the above definitions and in view of (8) we can see that R is an integrating factor for the 1-form (φ + z S)dx − S dy − dz and S is a S-function associated with the 2ODE (1) through I .
So, we can write (6) as
We can (with some basic algebra) write the compatibility conditions of (9) in a very handy format. This is expressed in the following result: Theorem 1.1. Let I(x, y, z) be a first integral of the 2ODE (1). If S is the S-function associated to the 2ODE (1) through I, then we can write the compatibility conditions for (9) as
where
Proof of Theorem 1.1: From the compatibility conditions (I xy − I yx = 0, I xz − I zx = 0 and I yz − I zy = 0), we have:
The condition (12) 
and eq.(13) minus eq.(15) times φ results
Equations (16) and (17) can be written, respectively, as
Corollary 1.1. Let S be a S-function associated with the 2ODE z ′ = φ(x, y, z). Then S obeys the following equation:
Proof of Corollary 1.1: Isolating D x [R]/R in (10) e substituting in (11) we obtain (20).
The Associated 1ODEs
From (20) we can see that a S-function associated with the rational 2ODE (1) satisfies a quasilinear 1PDE in the variables (x, y, z):
Over the solutions of the 2ODE (1) we have that y = y(x) and z = z(x) and, therefore, the operator D x is, formally,
. So, formally, over the solutions of the 2ODE (1) we can write the 1PDE (21) as a Riccati 1ODE:
It is of common knowledge that the transformation
changes the Riccati equation
So, with the transformation
the Riccati 1ODE (22) turns (over the solutions of the 2ODE (1)) into the following homogeneous linear 2ODE:
We can use the formal equivalence
to produce a connection between the S-functions and the symmetries (written in a particular form) of the 2ODE: let's make the transformation (the formal analogous of the transformation (23))
into equation (21) . We obtain:
The equation (28) is the symmetry condition for ν to be the infinitesimal that defines a symmetry generator in the evolutionary form. So, we can enunciate the following result:
Let ν be a function of (x, y, z) such that [0, ν] defines a symmetry of the 2ODE (1) in the evolutionary form, i.e., X e := ν ∂ y generates a symmetry transformation for (1) . Then the function defined by
/ν is a S-function associated with the 2ODE (1).
Proof of Theorem 1.2: The first extension of X e is X
(1)
Corollary 1.2. Let S be a S-function associated with the 2ODE (1). Then, the function ν given by
(where x is the inverse operator of D x , i.e., x D x = D x x = 1) defines a symmetry of the 2ODE (1) in the evolutionary form.
Proof of Corollary 1.2: Let X e be the symmetry in the evolutionary form (X e = ν ∂ y ). So, its first extension is given by
Let I be the first integral of the 2ODE (1) that is associated with S. Then X The Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.2 are important for establishing a connection between S-functions and Lie symmetries. This connection will allow us to develop a method that avoids the use of Darboux polynomials in the process of searching for first integrals for the 2ODE (1). The main idea behind the method is based on the concept of associated 1ODE
4 , which is a 1ODE that has its general solution defined by one of the first integrals of the 2ODE. Definition 1.4. Let I be a first integral of the 2ODE (1) and let S(x, y, z) be the S-function associated with (1) through I. The first order ordinary differential equation defined by
where x is taken as a parameter, is called 1ODE [1] associated with (1) through I. Theorem 1.3. Let I be a first integral of the 2ODE (1) and let S(x, y, z) be the S-function associated with (1) through I. Then I(x, y, z) = C is a general solution of the 1ODE [1] associated with (1) through I.
Proof of Theorem 1.3: The operator defined by D a := ∂ y −S ∂ z annihilates the solutions of the 1ODE [1] associated with the 2ODE (1), i.e., the solutions of
Remark 1.3. Note that Theorem 1.3 does not imply that, if we solve the 1ODE (30), we would obtain I(x, y, z) = C. The reason is that the variable x (the independent variable of the 2ODE (1)) is just a parameter in the 1ODE (30).
Remark 1.4. Since any function of x is an invariant for the operator
, the relation between a general solution H(x, y, z) = K of the 1ODE (30) and the first integral I(x, y, z) of the 2ODE (1) is given by I(x, y, z) = F (x, H), such that the function F satisfies
The fact that the S-function is related to the symmetry ν and that the first integral I of the 2ODE (1) defines the general solution of the 1ODE [1] becomes clearer if we look at the differential of the first integral I when written in terms of R and S: dI = R [(φ + z S)dx − S dy − dz]. We can see that, since I y = −R S and I z = −R, if we take x as a parameter then R is also an integrating factor for the 1-form γ a ≡ −S dy − dz, i.e., dI = Rγ a = R [−S dy − dz] (where x is taken as a parameter). In this way it is clear that I(x, y, z) = C solves the 1ODE given by dI = Rγ a = R [−S dy − dz] = 0 ⇒ dz dy = −S. The reason behind it is that the symmetry of the 2ODE (defined by ν) is in the evolutionary form, i.e., the infinitesimal that multiplies ∂ x is zero (which means that x is an invariant of the symmetry group defined by the generator ν∂ y ). In this way, we could apply the same reasoning to the variable y or to the variable z. For example, looking again at dI we see that I x = R (φ +z S) and I z = −R, implying that if we now take y as a parameter, then R is also an integrating factor for the 1-form γ b ≡ (φ + z S) dx − dz. Now it is clear that I(x, y, z) = C also solves de 1ODE given by
Remark 1.5. Since any function of y is an invariant for the operator
, the relation between a general solution H 2 (x, y, z) = K 2 of the 1ODE (32) and the first integral I(x, y, z) of the 2ODE (1) is given by I(x, y, z) = G (y, H 2 ), such that the function G satisfies
Since the 1ODE (32) can be written as
(analogously to dz dy = −S that could be written as
as 'another type' of S-function associated with the 2ODE (1) through the first integral I. And, since φ is given by φ = −
Ix+z Iy Iz
we can substitute
The 1PDE (35) can be considered formally (over the solutions of the 2ODE) as another Riccati 1ODE. So, if we make the transformation
that is the formal analogous of the transformation (23), we get
which is precisely the symmetry condition for the operator µ ∂ x to define a symmetry for the 2ODE (1). Finally, making use of the pair I x = R (φ +z S) and I y = −R S (considering z as a parameter), I(x, y, z) = C also solves de 1ODE given by
we can see (after some algebra) that it obeys the 1PDE:
that (again over the solutions of the 2ODE) can be viewed as a Riccati 1ODE and so on.
Remark 1.6. Since any function of z is an invariant for the operator
and the first integral I(x, y, z) of the 2ODE (1) is given by I(x, y, z) = H (z, H 3 ), such that the function H satisfies
We can, using these results, generalize the concepts of S-function and associated 1ODE: Definition 1.5. Let I be a first integral of the 2ODE (1). The functions defined by S k := I x i /I x j where i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i < j, k / ∈ {i, j}, x 1 = x, x 2 = y, x 3 = z, are called S-functions associated with the 2ODE (1) through the first integral I. Definition 1.6. Let I be a first integral of the 2ODE (1) and let S k (k = 1, 2, 3) be the S-functions associated with (1) through I. The 1ODEs defined by
where i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i < j, k / ∈ {i, j}, x 1 = x, x 2 = y, x 3 = z and x k is taken as a parameter, are called 1ODEs associated (1ODE [k] , (k = 1, 2, 3) ) with the 2ODE (1) through I.
where K i is a constant, be a general solution of the associated 1ODE [i] . The functions H i are called H-functions. Theorem 1.4. Let I be a first integral of the 2ODE (1) and let S k (k = 1, 2, 3) be the S-functions associated with (1) through I. Then I(x, y, z) = C is a general solution of the 1ODEs associated with the 2ODE (1) through I.
Proof of Theorem 1.4: Suppose that the hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied. Then the operator defined by
should annihilate the solutions of the 1ODEs associated with the 2ODE (1), i.e., the solutions of
Remark 1.7. From Definition 1.7 and Theorem 1.4 it follows directly that the first integral I(x, y, z) is a H-function.
In the next section the Theorem 1.4 and the results described in this section will help us in the construction of a method to find first integrals of rational 2ODEs.
A Method to search for first integrals of a 2ODE
The results of the previous section will allow for the construction of a method that can (in many cases) determine a Liouvillian first integral of a rational 2ODE:
• First, we will show that, if the integrating factor R and the derivatives of the first integral I have a specific form, we can construct a fast algorithm to determine the S-functions associated with the rational 2ODE.
• In the second subsection, we are going to show the inner works of the method by applying the algorithm to a particular example. Each step will be explained carefully.
The algorithm
We begin this section with two theorems:
Two usefull results
We will show that 1. If the integrating factor R for the 1-form γ := (φ + z S)dx − S dy − dz is a Darboux function, i.e., if R has the format exp
i , where the A, B and the p i are polynomials in (x, y, z), then the S-function associated with the rational 2ODE z ′ = φ(x, y, z) through the first integral I = Rγ is rational. 2. If the derivatives of the first integral I are of the format I x = R Q, I y = R P, I z = R N, where N, P, Q are polynomials in (x, y, z), we can reduce the determination of the S-functions to the computation of a single polynomial.
Theorem 2.1. Let z ′ = φ(x, y, z) (as in (1)) be a rational 2ODE and let
i be the integrating factor of the 1-form γ := (φ +z S)dx− S dy − dz , where the A, B and the p i are polynomials in (x, y, z), the p i are irreducible and the n i are constants. If S is the S-function S 1 associated with the rational 2ODE z ′ = φ(x, y, z) through the first integral I = dI = Rγ, then S 1 is a rational function of (x, y, z).
Proof of Theorem 2.1: From the hypotheses of the theorem we have that
Since D x := ∂ x + z ∂ y + φ(x, y, z) ∂ z and φ is a rational function of (x, y, z), then, from (41), we have that
is a rational function of (x, y, z). So, from (10), S 1 is a rational function of (x, y, z). (1)) be a rational 2ODE that presents a Liouvillian first integral I. Besides, let I x = R Q, I y = R P, I z = R N, where R is an integrating factor of the 1-form γ := N [(φ + z S)dx − S dy − dz] , N, P and Q are polynomials, S is the S-function S 1 and N is the denominator of φ. Then R has the format exp . Then, by the results presented in [37, 38, 42] , the 1-forms γ 1 ≡ P dy + N dz, γ 2 ≡ Q dx + N dz and γ 3 ≡ Q dx+P dy present integrating factors of the form: R 1 = exp
i , where p 1i , A 1 , and B 1 are polynomials in (y, z), p 2 i , A 2 , and B 2 are polynomials in (x, z) and p 3 i , A 3 , and B 3 are polynomials in (x, y). Since dI = I x dx + I y dy + I z dz = R (Q dx + P dy + N dz), R is also an integrating factor for the associated 1ODEs. This means that R 1 = F 1 (I) R (where F 1 is a non constant function of I ) or R 1 = k 1 R (where k 1 is a constant). Following the same reasoning we have that R 2 = F 2 (I) R (where F 2 is a non constant function of I ) or R 2 = k 2 R (where k 2 is a constant), implying that R 1 and R 2 are also integrating factors for the 1-form γ. So, R 1 = G(I) R 2 (where G is a non constant function of I ) or R 1 = k R 2 (where k is a constant). Now, we have two cases to consider:
• First possibility: The 2ODE (1) presents an elementary first integral.
In this case (see [44] ) there exists an algebraic integrating factor of the form i p n i
i and the theorem is demonstrated.
• Second possibility: The 2ODE (1) does not have an elementary first integral. In this case the only possibility is R 1 = k R 2 (for, if R 1 = G(I) R 2 , this would imply that G(I) = R 1 /R 2 ⇒ exists an elementary first integral which contradicts the hypothesis) implying that the 1-form γ has an integrating factor of the form exp
i , where the A, B and the p i are polynomials in (x, y, z).
Remark 2.1. Although at first glance it may seem that these conditions on the form of the integrating factor and on the derivatives of the first integral are too restrictive, we will see (see section 4 below) that, in practice, if we are looking for Liovillian first integrals of rational 2ODEs, we can succeed in a considerable number of cases, making the method of practical relevance. 
Construction of a method
In this section, based on the results just presented, we will construc algorithms (semi) to deal with rational 2ODEs restricted to the conditions described in the previous section. Therefore, to begin with, let us assume that the rational 2ODE (1) presents a Liouvillian first integral I such that I x = R Q, I y = R P, I z = R N, and R is an integrating factor of the form exp
i , where N, P , Q A, B and the p i are polynomials in (x, y, z) and N is the denominator of φ.
The idea is to construct a polynomial P with undetermined coefficients and substitute it in (42) . The result will be an equation of the type P olynomial = 0. Then, we collect the polynomial equation in the variables x, y, z and equate the coefficients of each monomial to zero, obtaining a system of equations. If this system presents a solution we will have found S 1 . Analogously, we could substitute
S 2 − φ x and obtain:
As before, we construct a polynomial Q with undetermined coefficients and substitute it in (43) . The result will be another polynomial equation of the type P olynomial = 0. Again, we collect the polynomial equation in the variables x, y, z and and equate the coefficients of each monomial to zero, obtaining a system of equations. If this system presents a solution we will have found S 2 . If we succeed in the determination of S 1 (or S 2 ), we can construct the associated 1ODE and try to solve it. From the solution of the associated 1ODE we can find the first integral I(x, y, z) by solving the 1ODE obtained from the characteristic system of de 1PDE (31) (or of the 1PDE (33)). So, we have the following algorithms (respectively to find S 1 and S 2 :
6. Construct a generic polynomial P of degree n in (x, y, z) with undetermined coefficients a i . 7. Substitute P in equation (42) , collect the resulting polynomial equation in the variables x, y, z and equate the coefficients of each monomial to zero, obtaining a system A of algebraic equations. 8. Solve the system A with respect to {a i }. If no solution is found, then go to step 3. 9. Substitute the solution in P (obtaining P ) and construct S 1 = P/N. 10. Construct the associated 1ODE [1] (
) and try to solve it to obtain a solution H 1 (x, y, z) = C 1 . If no solution is found, then go to step 3. 11. Solve h = H 1 (x, y, z) for one of the variables x, y or z (or any operand belonging to H 1 and to D x [H 1 ]) and substitute it in the 1PDE (31). Then, try to solve the characteristic equation -a 1ODE in (x, h) -to obtain F (x, h) = K 1 . If no solution is found, then go to step 3. 12. Construct the first integral I = F (x, H 1 ).
1. Let n max = max(degree(M) − 1, degree(N)). 2. Let n = 0. 3. Let n = n + 1. 4. if n > n max then FAIL. 5. Construct the D x operator. 6. Construct a generic polynomial Q of degree deg in (x, y, z) with undetermined coefficients b i . 7. Substitute Q in equation (43), collect the resulting polynomial equation in the variables x, y, z and equate the coefficients of each monomial to zero, obtaining a system B of algebraic equations. 8. Solve the system B with respect to {b i }. If no solution is found, then go to step 3. 9. Substitute the solution in Q (obtaining Q) and construct S 2 = Q/N. 10. Construct the associated 1ODE [2] (
) and try to solve it to obtain a solution H 2 (x, y, z) = C 2 . If no solution is found, then go to step 3. 11. Solve h = H 2 (x, y, z) for one of the variables x, y or z (or any operand belonging to H 2 and to D x [H 2 ]) and substitute it in the 1PDE (33). Then, try to solve the characteristic equation -a 1ODE in (y, h) -to obtain G(y, h) = K 2 . If no solution is found, then go to step 3. 12. Construct the first integral I = G(y, H 2 ).
The inner works of the method
Here we will show an example of the method in action. For this, we will apply it to a 'problematic' 2ODE, i.e., a 2ODE that is very hard to be reduced by a canonical method.
We see that M = x 5 z − x 4 z 2 − 3 zx 4 + 4 x 3 z 2 − xy + xz + yz − z 2 − y and N = x 5 − y. Therefore, the maximum degree of the polynomial P is 5 and D x = ∂ x + z∂ y + (M/N)∂ z . Let's begin with n = 1 leading to P = a 0 + a 1 x + a 2 y + a 3 z. Substituting P = P in equation (42) and collecting with respect to (x, y, z) we get
Equating the coefficients of the polynomial equation (45) to zero, we obtain a system A of algebraic equations. The system can be easily solved:
This leads to P = z − x and
The associated 1ODE [1] is
whose solution is z = (x 5 − y) K 1 + x and, therefore,
At this point we recall that, although I(x, y, z) = C is a solution of the associated 1ODE, the function H 1 (that defines the solution
is not necessarily the first integral I. The 1PDE that relates H 1 and I is
for z we obtain z = hx 5 − hy + x. Substituting it in the 1PDE we have:
The characteristic equation for the 1PDE (49) is
whose solution is
We have
Finally, solving for z, we have z = dy dx
whose solution is the general solution of the 2ODE:
The InSyDE Package
In this section we will present a Maple implementation of the algorithms AS1 and AS2.
Summary of the commands:
• Dx constructs the D x operator associated with the 2ODE.
• Sfunction tries to determine a S-function associated with the 2ODE.
• Exodes determines the 1ODEs associated with the 2ODE (from the knowledge of a S-function).
• Hfunction tries to find the general solution for an associated 1ODE.
• PDEassol constructs and tries to solve the 1PDEs that relate the first integral I with the H-functions.
• Invade tries to determine a Liouvillian first integral of the 2ODE from solving the associated 1PDE.
• Gensol tries to find the general solution of the 2ODE (from the knowledge of the first integral I).
Package commands
Here we present a detailed description of the package's commands 5 .
Command name: Dx
Feature: This command constructs the D x operator.
Calling sequence:
Parameters:
ode -The rational 2ODE.
Synopsis:
The command Dx returns the operator D x ≡ ∂ x + z∂ y + φ∂ z . This operator calculates the total derivative d dx (of any function of (x, y, z)) over the solutions of the 2ODE z ′ = φ(x, y, z).
Comando: Sfunction
Feature: This command tries to find an S-function associated to the rational 2ODE.
Calling sequence:
[> Sfunction(ode);
Parameters:
Extra parameters:
Sn = ns -Where ns ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} denotes if we are looking for S 1 , S 2 or S 3 or all of them (value = 4). The default is 1. Deg = n -Where n is a positive integer denoting the degree of the polynomial P (or Q). The default is 1. Den = deno -Where deno is the denominator of the S-function.
Synopsis:
The command Sfunction tries to find a S-function associated with the rational 2ODE through a Liouvillian first integral I. The command computs (if possible) a polynomial P (or Q) that is the numerator of S 1 (or S 2 ). The S-functions are the basis for the algorithms implemented here. From one of them the command can compute the others. As we have a maximum degree for the polynomials P and Q, we can use the parameter Deg to inform the program of the degree we will use. We have also the parameter Den that can acelerate the process by indicating the denominator of the S-function.
Comando: Exodes
Feature: This command determines the associated 1ODEs.
Calling sequence:
[> Exodes(ode);
Parameters:
Extra parameters:
Sn = ns -Where ns ∈ {1, 2, 3} denotes if we are going to use S 1 , S 2 or S 3 . The default is 1. En = ne -Where ne ∈ {1, 2, 3} denotes if we are looking for 1ODE [1] , 1ODE [2] or 1ODE [3] . The default is 1. Deg = n -Where n is a positive integer denoting the degree of the polynomial P (or Q). The default is 1. Den = deno -Where deno is the denominator of the S-function. Sfun = S1 -Where S1 is a S-function S 1 .
Synopsis:
The command Exodes uses the S-functions to construct the associated 1ODEs.
, from a single S-function we can determine the others. Therefore from a single S-function we can find the three associated 1ODEs. The first three extra parameters are the same of the Sfunction command because we have to calculate it before find the associated 1ODEs. The last extra parameter (Sfun = S1) allows the user to pass the S-function S 1 to the Exodes command.
Comando: Hfunction
Feature: This command tries to find the solutions of the associated 1ODEs.
Calling sequence:
[> Hfunction(ode);
Parameters:
Extra parameters:
Sn = ns -Where ns ∈ {1, 2, 3} denotes if we are going to use S 1 , S 2 or S 3 . The default is 1. En = ne -Where ne ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} denotes if we are looking for H 1 , H 2 or H 3 . The default is 1. Deg = n -Where n is a positive integer denoting the degree of the polynomial P (or Q). The default is 1. Den = deno -Where deno is the denominator of the S-function. Sfun = S1 -Where S1 is a S-function S 1 .
Synopsis:
The command Hfunction tries to solve the associated 1ODEs. As the H-functions are not necessarily the first integral I, there is still a need to solve a 1ODE which is the characteristic equation of the 1PDE that relates the (specified) H-function with I.
Comando: PDEassol
Feature: This command constructs and tries to solve the 1PDEs that relates the H-functions to the first integral I.
Calling sequence:
[> PDEassol(ode);
Parameters:
Extra parameters:
Synopsis:
The command PDEassol constructs the associated 1PDEs and tries to solve them. The command generates also the 1ODE which is the characteristic equation of the associated 1PDE and its solution (if possible).
Comando: Invade
Feature: This command tries to find a Liouvillian first integral of the rational 2ODE.
Calling sequence:
[> Invade(ode);
Parameters:
Extra parameters:
Sn = ns -Where ns ∈ {1, 2, 3} denotes if we are going to use S 1 , S 2 or S 3 . The default is 1. En = ne -Where ne ∈ {1, 2, 3} denotes if we are looking for H 1 , H 2 or H 3 . The default is 1. Deg = n -Where n is a positive integer denoting the degree of the polynomial P (or Q). The default is 1. Den = deno -Where deno is the denominator of the S-function. Sfun = S1 -Where S1 is a S-function S 1 .
Synopsis:
The command Invade tries to find a Liouvillian first integral of the rational 2ODE through the determination of a S-function. This routine coordenates the whole process. Once we have the solution of the associated 1PDE the construction of the first integral I is strightforward.
Comando: Gensol
Feature: This command determines (if possible) the general solution of the rational 2ODE.
Calling sequence:
[> Gensol(ode);
Parameters:
Extra parameters:
Synopsis:
The command Gensol determines (if possible) a general solution for the rational 2ODE. If the Invade command succeeds in finding a first integral I for the 2ODE, the Gensol command simply solves I(x, y, z) = C for z and tries to solve the 1ODE z = ϕ(x, y, C).
Remark 3.1. The extra parameters are not mandatory -some are even redundant. For example, if we are to provide the S-function we do not need to provide the degree of the polynomials P (or Q). If these redundant parameters are supplied simultaneously, the package will take care of doing (hopefully) the best choice.
Example of the usage of the package commands
In this section we use two 2ODEs and show the commands in action so that the reader (possible user) can solve the most common doubts by direct observation.
Consider the 2ODE (example presented in the section 2.2)
and let's supose that we want to solve / study it. After opening a Maple session, we will load the required packages:
[> with(DEtools): read('InSyDE.txt'):
The : sign after the command line avoids printing (on-screen) of the result. The DEtools package loads several commands to handle ODEs. The read ('InSyDE.txt'): command loads our package. Let's 'enter' the 2ODE (54) by typing
[> _2ode := diff(y(x),x,x) = (x^5*(diff(y(x),x))-x^4*(diff(y(x) ,x))^2-3*(diff(y(x),x))*x^4+4*x^3*(diff(y(x),x))^2-x*y(x)+x* (diff(y(x),x))+y(x)*(diff(y(x),x))-(diff(y(x),x))^2-y(x))/(x 5-y(x)):
[> Inv := Invade(_2ode);
we find
We can try to completely solve the 2ODE by using the command
This leads to the following output
Now, consider the following 2ODE:
After loading the packages and 'enter' the 2ODE (as in example 1), let's search a S-function. This time, typing
[> S1 := Sfunction(_2ode);
results in an empty output. By trial and error we reach that for using Deg=9 we find:
[> S1 := Sfunction(_2ode,Deg=9);
after ≈ 120sec (and spending 320 MB of memory). However, if we use the parameter Sn=2 we can obtain the S-function S 2 in a much simpler way with [> S2 := Sfunction(_2ode,Sn=2);
Remark 3.2. The degree is not increased automatically because in complicated cases a much higher degree can stop the computer due to lack of memory.
[> sol2ode := Gensol(_2ode,Sn=2);
that leads to an empty output.
Performance
The theory behind the method developed here (to deal with rational 2ODEs presenting Liouvillian first integrals) is linked to the relationship between the integrating factors (which can be constructed with Darboux polynomials) and the symmetries of 2ODE. Interestingly, the method is very effective when dealing with a class of rational 2ODEs that are particularly difficult to be handled by the Lie and Darboux methods: rational 2ODEs presenting complicated Lie symmetries and / or presenting integrating factors made up by high degree Darboux polynomials. The analysis presented in this section is divided in three parts 7 :
• First, we will show a set of 2ODEs (just a sample of an entire class) to which the dsolve (a Maple built-in command -one of the most powerful ODE solvers) fails to solve / reduce.
• In the second part of our analysis, we will make a comparison between our method and the Darbouxian and Lie approaches 8 .
• Finally we will present some examples demonstrating the scope of the method and how we can use the package commands to facilitate the solution / study of more complicated 2ODEs 4.1. A series of 2ODEs that are out of the scope of the dsolve command In this section we present a series of 2ODEs where the powerful solver of the Maple (release 17) -dsolve command -can not solve nor reduce. The Table 1 below shows the CPU time and memory that the package InSyDE spends to find the first integrals (through the use of Invade command).
From observation of the Table 1 we can see that the dsolve command has difficulties when applied to rational 2ODEs presenting first integrals of 7 In this paper all the computational data (time of running etc) was obtained on the same computer with the following configuration: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3337U @ 1.8 GHz.
8 Probably the most comprehensive methods for dealing with rational 2ODEs presenting Liouvillian first integrals. i , where the W s are polynomial functions. In the next section we will try to find reasons why our procedure is (for this class of rational 2ODEs) more efficient than the Darbouxian and Lie approaches. Table 2 shows the symmetries of the same 10 2ODEs 1 − 10 presented on table 1. The results displayed there may provide a possible explanation for the low efficiency of the Lie method for this type of 2ODE: the symmetries are non local and very hard to obtain. On the other hand the integrating factors are formed with Darboux polynomials of degrees 2 and 3. The problematic cases for the Darbouxian approach are just the 2ODEs 2 and 5 (see Table 2 ) which present the Darboux polynomials of degree 3: 2ODE 2 -The Darboux approach could not find 9 the polynomial x 2 y − z in 300 sec (consuming 300MB); 2ODE 5 -The Darboux approach finds the polynomial xyz + y 2 − x in 120 sec (consuming 300MB).
A comparison with the standard Darboux and Lie approaches
The computation of Darboux polynomials of degrees higher than 3 is usually a computational 'problem'. So, 2ODEs of this type (i.e., presenting first
x 2 y 2 −x 2 yz−x 2 y−yz+z 2 +y dx z(x 2 −1) Table 3 we present the 2ODEs and the respective S-functions and integrating factors; then, in Table 4 , we present a comparison between the time spent by the Sfunction command for determining the S-function and the time for calculating the Darboux polynomials required for the construction of an integrating factor.
As we can see (and as expected), the 2ODEs 11 and 14 spent less time and memory (the degree of P is 1) followed by the 2ODEs 12 and 13 (the degree of P is 4). Finally, the 2ODE 15 was the most computationally costly (the degree of P is 6). In order to expand the 'range of action' and / or get a 'better response' of the package, we can use a set of parameters. We will see this in the next section.
The 'special features' in action
The method used to find the polynomial P (described briefly in section From the solution of the associated PDE [3] , we can find a first integral I. 
Again, we can try to completely solve the 2ODE by using the command [> sol2ode := Gensol(_2ode,Sn=3,Den=x,En=3);
Conclusion
In [41] , some of us have introduced the so-called S-function, defined here on section (1). It allowed us, at the time, to extend the Prelle-Singer procedure and produce a truly (semi)-algorithm to deal with 2ODEs. It was a fruitful development and has generated many extensions and new developments either by us or by other researchers. Here, in this present paper, we have furthered the usage for this S-function.
Before embarking on emphasizing the practical advantages of the approach hereby introduced, we would like to comment a little further on the theoretical background we have used to reach these practical results.
In 1.2, we have dwelled on the concept of the associated 1ODEs. These have been introduced before in ( [44] ) but, in there, they served "only" as a theoretical auxiliary condition to prove a point. We have not noticed the practical value we have managed to assign to them here. Basically, here we have managed to use the fact that the Invariant for the 2ODE is a solution of the respective 1ODE (each one of these) to construct a way of doing the "opposite", i.e., from the solutions to the 1ODEs find the invariant to the 2ODE. These results and methods were introduced in section (2) .
How come? The point is that, although the first order differential invariant for the 2ODE is a solution to the 1ODE, not all solutions of the 1ODE are a first order invariant for the 2ODE since (in turns) on of the variables (x, y, z) is regarded as a parameter, not a variable. But we can use the results presented on section (1.2) and the PDE (31), introduced on the remark (1.4), to circumvent this situation and, from the general solution to the 1ODE, produce the solution to the 2ODE.
All these results came about via the use of the "S-function" and its many properties hereby developed and explored. Here we have presented theoretical relation the S-function presents with the Lie symmetries and, in particular, equation (29) encapsulates the explanation for the why our method hereby introduced is so much more efficient for some cases in finding the Lie symmetries. These are the cases of (some) non-local Lie symmetries. From equation (29), once we have "S", we have the Lie symmetry. For the Darbouxian approach, the fact that our present method can be more efficient is clearer, it spurs from the fact that we managed to avoid the necessity of determinig the Darboux polynomials in order to determine the first order invariant.
So, somewhat ironically, the interplay the "S-function" presents with both approaches conspired to the fact that our method proved to be more efficient than both the Darbouxian and Lie methods in dealing with solving or reducing 2ODEs, for many cases.
Even if some of our theoretical points were "off", the practical usage of the ideas and algorithms hereby introduced is demonstrated by the results in section (4), table (1) and the two following ones on the section. These results validate the work here by themselves, but we believe in the theoretical conclusions drawn here and we are working on further developments of them, mainly on the interplay of the "S-function" and the Lie symmetries.
